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FROM THE

The Porsche Owners Club covered alot of

ground in the past couple of months, with

members making appearances on both coasts

and hopping north to south for two major

club events in California. Read about Ed

Moorlach’s adventures in car acquisition

(like he needs another car!) as he flew to

Florida and Amelia Island’s Councours in

seach of an Edsel. Yes, an Edsel. (Talk about

going over to the dark side...) • This issue of

Velocity also features coverage of two signa-

ture events for the club, the annual fundrais-

er at Laguna Seca with the Make-A-Wish

Foundation, and the Tribute to Le Mans 4-

Hour Enduro at Fontana, which also saw a

new alliance, this one with the Hope for a

Cure Guild, and the fight against juvenile

diabetes. • Cover to cover, you’ll see stunning

photography from current and new contribu-

tors—the talented Richard Hurtado covered

the Tribute to Le Mans, along with David

Johnson, Ann Mitchell and Walter Chen, and

you can read about several other new photo-

graphic contributors in a short spot by Jackie

Ginsburg. • Extended Tribute coverage starts

on page 20, and this issue has some great his-

torical perspective on Porsche and the Targa

Florio. • We welcome a new advertiser and

contributor with Jim Filanc, who provides us

with a technical article on the aspects and

benefits of nitrous purging.• Sit back and set-

tle in, it’s a big issue. .

ON THE COVER:
Tribute to Le Mans 4 Hour Enduro overall winner Blake Rosser
and codriver Shawn Howard. Photo by Richard Hurtado.
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More than 250 GT3-R race cars have been
sold since their introduction in 1999 with
many races and championships wins includ-
ing the 24 Hours of Le Mans, FIA GT, the 24
Hours at Daytona, the 12 Hours of Sebring,
as well as six out of seven ALMS
Championships. 

For Porsche and Manthey Racing, the race
was an important test under race conditions.
For Spa, the cars were entered in the Group 2
class where vehicles from the Belcar nation-
al championships are eligible to compete.
Porsche customer teams have earned class
wins in Spa every year since the GT3 first
competed there in 2001—with an overall
victory in 2003.

Designed to compete in most major racing
organizations, Porsche decided to build the
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NEWS FROM PORSCHE MOTORSPORT

IN THE

NEW PORSCHE 911 GT3 RSR SET TO 
TAKE OVER ITS SUCCESSFUL PREDECESSOR

Rounding out an 18 month development program,
Porsche Motorsport handed two brand new 2007
Porsche 911 GT3 RSR race cars to the Manthay Racing
team from Germany to run the 24 Hours of Spa in The
Beautifull Belgium Ardenne Forest. 

The cars, driven by factory drivers Timo Bernhard, Marc
Lieb and Pedro Lamy  in one, and factory pilots Lucas
Luhr, Sascha Maassen, and Marcel Tiemann in the other,
ran in a special class as a final test before being offered
for sale to racing customers.

car after analyzing the relevant regulations in
a specification which allows a minimum
weight of 2465 lbs. and permits the tire width
to be increased to 14 inches.

The normally-aspirated Porsche engine is
now allowed a capacity of 3.8-litres with two
1” air restrictors. The increase in displace-
ment was achieved through the enlargement
of the bore to 4.0” with the unchanged stroke
of 3.” With the mandatory air restrictors, the
unit delivers 485 hp at 8500 rpm. Torque
increased to 320 ft. lbs. Top engine speed is
9000 rpm. Thanks to the increase in capaci-
ty and the corresponding reprogramming of
the electronics, the top performance as well
as the response and drivability have further
improved. The new positioning of the mid-
front radiator and the use of side radiators—

taken from the high performance Carrera GT
sports car—contribute to the thermal health
of the engine. 

The Spa racers featured the proven sequential
six-speed gearbox of the 2006 model but the
2007 customer vehicles will be delivered with
a new sequential six-speed transmission fea-
turing the gears of the RS Spyder. 

The body shell with the welded-in cage is ten
percent stiffer. Distinctive wheel arches
widen the body by 2” on each side. 

The relocation of the optional supplementary
oil tank, the power steering and the battery to
the front improve the weight distribution.

The newly-developed aerodynamic package
improves the aerodynamic efficiency by a

total of around seven percent. Airflow to and
from the radiators, the brakes and the engine
were further optimized. 

The suspension has been revised with 
optimized struts at the front and multi-link axle
at the rear. The modified kinematics is set up
for the wider tire footprint and for the lowest
possible camber change in rebound and com-
pression. The new ZF-Sachs shock absorbers
feature the Through-Rod-System with consid-
erably lower chamber pressure and hence less
friction than conventional dampers. Anti-roll-
bar, adjustable upper link and optimized lower
link are new features as well. 

Braking features six-piston aluminum calipers
with 15” discs at the front and four-piston
aluminum calipers with 14” mm at the rear..

Lucas Luhr, Sascha Maassen, and Marcel Tiemann

Timo Bernhard, Marc Lieb and Pedro Lamy night pit stop

Sascha Maassen in car
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CARBON FIBER
ROAD WHEELS
B Y  D Y M A C

It was only a matter of time until race bred innovations
brought the latest in Carbon Fiber technology to the street.
That time has arrived. RENNWORX LTD. INC., the source for
exclusive brands as WORK WHEELS, MANTHEY and other
high performance brands is now the first and exclusive US
distributor for the world’s lightest STREET/RACE CARBON
FIBER/ MAGNESIUM wheels! Developed by DYMAG in the
UK, and fit to the world’s most exotic Supercars including,
the Koenigsegg CCX, Ascari and Mosler, these wheels are
the lightest, most sophisticated automotive wheels currently
available. Each DYMAG wheel is made up of a carbon fiber
barrel and forged magnesium center disc. Center discs and
barresl are attached by specially coated titanium hardware. 

Each carbon fiber rim is fabricated using a solid metal mold
which ensures they are consistently made to a very close tol-
erance of accuracy. Carbon fiber in this form is not onIy very
strong, but is also quite resistant to shock. Consider that a
standard Porsche 18" wheel weighs about 30.86lbs, the
DYMAG wheel equivalent weighs around 13.23lbs for a total
weight savings of approximately 70.55lbs per package! 

The effect of carbon/magnesium wheels when fitted to the car
is to reduce the gyroscope effect of the wheel and ultimately
producing the following effects:

1. Improved acceleration

2. Improved braking, reduced stopping distance

3. Lighter, sharper steering

4. Allows for softer damper settings giving more 
tire contact & therefore better grip. 

5. Tire temperatures are more stable 

6. Improved wheel & tire balancing 

Rennworx  will custom build the new wheels in 18”, 19” and
20” sizes to fit virtually any make and model.

For complete details, visit www.rennworx.com
or call direct at 310-200-3881. .

Wow, was it hot. That is a bit of an under-

statement but, as usual the Short Track

Series Events 4 and 5 went absolutely great

and without a hitch. I am really felling kind

of guilty and I think I speak for my com-

padres Marty Mehterian and Bill Bodine

that the Short Track Series people are real-

ly getting good at this thing and it appears

that we go on auto pilot sometimes. I think

we are doing something right and everyone

is getting it and we are all getting along.

Well it was clear and hot with track times

being faster in the morning and tires and

drivers getting greasy and slippery in the

latter part of the day. In fact, the latter part

of the day especially the last run session, I

think there might have been about four cars. 

We had a great presentation after the track

went cold from Peter Hansel of Comar

Performance. There break pads really

sound like the hot set-up. You had to be

there to hear the performance specs.

Sound like some awesome break pads.

They also provided us with the cold

refreshments at days end. Also

Performance Products were on hand with

goodies for everyone as they handed out

catalogs, hats and shirts. How cool is that?

Of course I was backed up by our

President Mr. Greg Franz who I am so

grateful to for always being there and

offering his knowledge and leadership.

Mr. Bodine, our STS VP, was absent but I

think he was on rock tour with his new

band called Big Fuchs and the Lug Nuts.

Ask him about that at the next event. 

Well I am looking for the next event

which will be a school weekend for those

that need to complete their license. Hope

to see everyone at the Streets. Oh, did I

mention it was HOT? .

STS FOUR AND FIVE
by Tom Van Aken

PRODUCT — REVIEW
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PRESIDENT GREGORY FRANZ

FROM THE

BOOK — REVIEW

How many times can one guy rebuild the same
Porsche 911 before being considered a prime
candidate for the looney bin? In his new book,
Porsche 911 Performance, Mitch Rossi reveals
lessons learned from not one restoration of his
beloved 1970 911S, but two. Yet, as stated in the
introduction, the book is anything but a restorer’s
guide. Porsche 911 Performance is a manual for the
high performance street driver and club racer who
enjoys working on their car as much as driving it.

But what sets Rossi’s book apart from the myriad
other tomes about this venerable rear-engine car?
Based on the author’s series of articles for
European Car magazine, Porsche 911 Performance
is not simply a retelling of how one 911 was 
fine-tuned. It is a hands-on manual of how the 911
automobile works, with the author cutting his
knuckles on all but the most technical machinery.
And where he doesn’t personally turn the wrench,
Rossi relates the advice of such experts as Randy Aase
of Aasco Performance, Gus Pfister of Pacific Fuel
Injection and suspension specialist Steve Alarcon. 

The book’s subtitle—”Building the Ultimate
Porsche 911 for High Performance Street or Road
Racing”—sounds like the hype of a creative mar-
keting group until one thumbs through the pages,
sees the meticulous photography, and reads how
all the work and effort pays off against a stopwatch.

Beginning with a brief history of the 911, the book
quickly delves into selecting the best early 911 for
the track. From that point, the book is split
between developing a stock 911 into a well-tuned
street car and a slalom runner. The rebuilding of original
equipment, such as suspension components and
braking systems, is well documented. A good
number of aftermarket components designed for
entry level competition are also discussed.

In the latter half of the book, Rossi narrates the
car’s second phase of development—the creation
of a dedicated racer. Here, three chapters are 

dedicated to the car’s high-revving 2.7-liter racing
engine and upgraded 915 gearbox. 

As most drivers know, suspension and braking
systems are as important to a race’s ultimate 
outcome as horsepower, if not more so. Rossi
incorporated some of the best equipment available
for an air-cooled 911, from large Brembo brakes 
to ERP suspension components designed to
change the car from torsion bar suspension to 
coil springs. The author, however, reveals that even
with optimal equipment there is more work
required to achieve optimal results. One of 
the most helpful chapters covers chassis 
development, where he maps out the required
reinforcement a 911 must undergo to modify its
original torsion bar chassis to a complete coil
over spring package. 

Wheels and tires, wings and spoilers, and power-
to-weight ratio are all addressed to one degree or
another. Often overlooked in these types of books,
but fully present here, is a discussion of safety
equipment and its installation.

Ultimately, the author’s ambitions in developing a 
37-year-old car into a potent racer were proven by
professional race car driver Cort Wagner when he
slipped behind the wheel and set a near-record
time for the V3 class of 1:28.4 around the Big
Track at Willow Springs, proof that obsessive-
compulsive behavior has its benefits. 

Porsche 911 Performance is neither a picture
book nor a technical manual. The light touch that
Rossi applied to writing the book relieves the 
normal mind-numbing drudgery of most how-to
books. Yet, throughout the book there is so much
information that any enthusiast with a 911 in their
garage will find a performance benefit. Though far
from formulaic, the techniques and solutions
developed for Rossi’s ‘70 911S will work for any
1965-1989 911.
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PORSCHE 911
PERFORMANCE
by Mitchell Sam Rossi

HP Books

138 pages

$19.95

ISBN 1-55788-489-7

Well, another summer has slipped away, and we are entering the

second half of our 2006 driving season. The first half of the year

ended with both a very close finish to the Tribute enduro, and a

Racer’s Clinic filled to capacity with eager new students.

We kicked off our second half with the 6th annual Make A Wish

fundraiser at Laguna Seca, once again opening our hearts and 

wallets to support this very worthy charity. Your efforts were also

recognized and appreciated as the club came together in support 

of the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation during our Tribute

to Le Mans weekend. The manner in which this organization

reaches out to help those less fortunate speaks clearly of the 

caliber of our members, and defines what makes this club the

quality organization it is and will continue to be.

We are now exploring how we can make our events even more 

professional: We will be hiring a new events master for all the

major venues and events (Solo Sprints, Cup Races, and Enduros)

in t he 2007 racing season will ensure continuity over the entire

season. This, in conjunction with the excellent job USARM corner

workers are doing, should guarantee both quality and safety at our

events, as well as increased track time and better organization.

The second half of the year also brings us to the announcement of

elections for the board of directors at year end to determine who

will serve for the 2007-2008 term. The club will have three 

positions opening up for active members. Please contact any 

current board member with your questions about how you can

serve at this level. It is only with your ideas and support that we

will move forward to expand the opportunities in our club’s future,

and make the next 50 years as memorable as the first.

The July Instructor’s Clinic gave those in attendance hands on

information from Cass Whitehead, senior instructor of the Porsche

Driving Experience, about driving and new technologies related to

the Porsche 996, 997, Cayman, Cayenne and Boxster automobiles.

This opportunity came about through the unique partnership we

have with Porsche Cars North America, and our commitment 

to instruct our members how best to utilize and maximize the 

technological features that Porsche has incorporated into the street

cars of today that will soon be on our tracks.

We are lucky enough to be part of a fraternity and family of 

people who are passionate about the marque, and enjoy sharing the

experience of driving these cars safely…on the street and the

track. Take advantage of your membership and come out to the

track to drive with us, volunteer your time, and most importantly,

the people.

See you at the track,

Greg Franz
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The Real Enemy...
MOISTURE IN YOUR TIRES

Let’s get technical  by James Filanc

So what’s all this talk about nitrogen in your tires? Is it a
bunch of malarkey, or is there a real benefit? After you’ve
read this article, you’ll be able to decide for yourself.

It is widely believed that pure nitrogen is drier than ambi-
ent air, thereby eliminating humidity buildup in tires,
leading to predictable tire pressure under high perform-
ance operating conditions. The water vapor found in air
retains heat at a much greater rate than pure nitrogen, or
for that matter, pure oxygen. As a result, excess heat
buildup under race conditions can lead to higher tire 
pressures. Sometimes drivers compensate for this by
starting with lower tire pressures, at the expense of sub-
optimal tire pressure before the tire has properly warmed
up. Furthermore, humidity swings throughout the day can
further erode PSI stability, an impact to consider when
changing tires. One driver running regular air in a new set
of tires at a recent POC event at the California Speedway
saw his rear tire pressure drop by eight PSI by switching
to dried nitrogen between 10-lap qualifying heats. The
nitrogen was dried using a three-stage process.

So what does this all mean? Well, the biggest factor
we’ve found in tire pressure performance is controlling
the moisture content of the air. Though bottled nitrogen
is drier than ambient air, it can still come out of the 
bottle at around 12% humidity. In fact, there is a meas-
urable variance among bottles from the same purchased
lot. When moisture is introduced during filling (through
hoses, connections,and so on) humidity can climb to
30% or more. Needless to say, this can cause havoc
when trying to maintain consistent tire pressure, a 
critical factor when seeking optimal tire patch contact
area and maintaining stagger, key factors in controlling
handling characteristics. Excessive tire pressure can
even adversely affect spring rates!

Proper purging of ambient air and replacement with dry
nitrogen removes moisture, reducing humidity to “5-6%
universal humidity”1. Controlling tire humidity will
significantly reduce unwanted PSI increases. This
means you can set your tire pressure closer to the opti-
mal race speed level, thereby achieving optimal tire per-
formance sooner. Since tire PSI expansion is controlled,
PCI remains relatively stable throughout an entire race,
leading to more predictable and consistent handling
characteristics late in a race. At the end of the day, the

benefit of consistent tire pressure throughout the entire
race is self-evident. According to Goodyear Racing,
“Pure nitrogen is ‘dry air’ while regular air can have
varying levels of moisture.”

Things To Consider

So what does a driver need to think about when “chang-
ing one’s ways?” Well, once a decision has been made to
test track performance with nitrogen, it should be done in
a controlled manner. To determine the extent of the impact
on your car, you should run a cold PSI test with the car sit-
ting in the sun before purging the tires, recording PSI data,
starting with the right rear, then left rear, then right front,
then left front. After completing a sufficient number of
laps to ensure the tires are properly warmed up, pull into
a trackside pit area and immediately record PSI, repeating
the tire measurement sequence. This process should give
you consistent data.

Now you are ready to purge the air from your tires.
Remember, just inflating the tires with nitrogen will not
necessarily produce the desired benefits. The tires must
be purged and replaced with dried nitrogen. Although
there is some technical debate on whether you need to
purge and refill three or four times, the main goal is to
remove the “wet air” and replace it with dried nitrogen.
Now you are ready to repeat the test.

After you record the PSI data, you are ready to compare.
You will likely find an average PSI drop ranging from
3-10 pounds under normal race conditions. Under
extreme race conditions (speeds above 180 mph, high
humidity, ambient air temperature above 90 degrees),
PSI swings of more than 25 lbs have been noted. The
chief benefit of performing a before and after test is
benchmarking the difference in PSI increases so you
can adjust the cold pressure more accurately with nitro-
gen. You will be able to “dial in” the PSI at a slightly
higher level, resulting in a PSI reading much closer to
optimal performance levels.

“Primarily because it is a dry gas, nitrogen also reduces
pressure build-up due to operation,” said Phil Pacsi,
executive director, consumer tire marketing for
Bridgestone/Firestone. “Air typically contains water
vapor, which will increase the pressure in a tire three to

seven psi as it is heated, depending upon driving 
conditions. Because (dried) nitrogen contains basically
no water vapor, the pressure build-up due to heat is min-
imized. Therefore, the tire’s hot pressure is very similar
to the cold-inflation pressure, with much less input from
the driving conditions. That means enthusiasts can set a
cold pressure and more accurately predict the hot 
pressures, regardless of usage conditions,” he concluded.

So in the end, it all comes down to performance consis-
tency. Consistently low humidity in your tires will result
in predictable PSI expansion rates, eliminating ambient
air humidity from the factors you deal with on race day.
This will result in more accurately set cold PSI read-
ings, leading to faster lap times earlier in the race. And
more importantly, the PSI expansion will be lower
throughout the race. In a multi-hour enduro this can lead
to dramatic improvements in handling late in the race as
unwanted pressure buildup is all but eliminated. By con-
trolling the impact of tire pressure, the driver will now
be able to better assess and adjust suspension problems. 

NASCAR and Formula 1 have been successfully using
nitrogen for years, and not just for improved perform-
ance. “It’s an obvious safety issue,” says Ray Evernham,
a three time Nextel Cup champion crew chief. “Simply
put, tires filled with nitrogen provide more stable pressure.
Improper tire inflation compromises the tires load capac-
ity, decreases fuel economy, creates heat build-up which
can result in poor handling and ultimately, a blow out.”

How Can I Convert To Nitrogen?

Some of you have seen Nitro Air at the racetrack in the
past few months. They have introduced a state of the art
Ingersoll-Rand nitrogen purge and replace system that
provides three stages of moisture removal, filtering out
unwanted oil and moisture. The system is designed to
service a car at the track, eliminating the logistics of tot-
ing 1,500 lb. nitrogen bottles and purging ambient air.
The process takes about 15 minutes and can be per-
formed immediately following tire changes. Early track
data indicates performance on par with nitrogen bottle
purge systems.

What about nitrogen for RVs, cars, trucks, and shocks?
Well, that’s another story! .
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AASE MOTORS has been dedicated
to the Porsche® marque since 1978.
We offer a full range of services,
including repairs, maintenance, and
performance enhancement for all
Porsche cars from early 356s to the
latest 911s.

714 - 9 9 2 - 2 2 8 32017 W. Commonwealth Avenue
Units G–H, Fullerton, CA 92833

JEFF ERICKSON   JOSÉ ALVAREZ   ALLAN FARAGALLAH

Engine Building
Transmission Building

Trackside Support
Dyno Testing

POC Tech Station

We build winners...
...champions in every series!
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Old Dogs, New Tricks
JULY’S INSTRUCTOR’S CLINIC GATHERS SEASONED TRACK DOGS AND YOUNG PUPS

FOR ANOTHER ROUND OF TRAINING Story by Bruce Wells and Mike Pons
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July 22, 2006—103 degrees of California heat
greeted participants for the POC’s second
Advanced Instructor Training Academy. I had
signed on because after two years as an STS
instructor, I was delighted at the opportunity
to learn some new methods and techniques
that I could pass on to my students in the
future. I also wanted to improve my own driv-
ing skills since I had been off track for seven
months (waiting to replace the engine I
destroyed during the Las Vegas Speedway
event in February of 2006). The opportunity
to learn from Marty Mehterian, our Chief
Driving Instructor and his panel of three of
the club’s most experienced drivers—Robert
Rodriguez, Bob Taylor and John Tunnicliffe—
joined by Cass Whitehead, Senior Driving
Instructor for the Porsche Driving Experience
would be priceless.

There were approximately 40 participants
with varying years of experience as driving
instructors for the POC, and some with expe-
rience in other clubs as well. Nearly one third
of the participants were there to become new
instructors. Over 60 percent of the experi-
enced drivers were club racers, and some had
raced professionally in the IMSA GT3 Cup
Challenge. Four to five of the participants had
been trained by Cass Whitehead at the
Porsche Driving Experience. All in all, the
sum of the driving knowledge of participants
and trainers was vast, and their contributions
to the group would be invaluable.

After the initial introductions by all 
participants, Marty described what we were
going to cover that day. Marty and the panel
did an excellent job discussing basic driving
information such as car and tire dynamics,
entry and exit points, apex safety, and the
POC rules and don’t-you-dares. I won’t bore
you with the specifics, but rather comment
on some of the major issues discussed by the

group as well as some of the recommenda-
tions made to help us become better instruc-
tors for our students.

The basic foundation for the training was that
people participate in the POC’s driving school
for a variety of personal reasons; however,
their perception of our club’s professionalism,
quality of instruction and safety rest in the
hands of the instructors they work with.
Therefore, our goal as instructors is to make
sure that the experience for new drivers is a
positive one.

As most of you have experienced in your own
jobs, you can’t assemble a group of very
experienced people to address a passionate
subject without the risk of discourse and
debate. One hotly debated issue concerned
what instructors can do when students just
don’t get it, don’t follow instructions, or when
you’re stuck with the “Student from Hell.”
After much debate over this issue, our infi-
nitely wise panel of Marty and other seasoned
instructors helped save the day by empower-
ing us on what to do. Bottom line! As the
instructor you are in control of the student,
and if the student is not behaving safely, fol-
lowing instruction, or has an unsafe car, get
the student off the track and report it to the
Chief Driving Instructor. Under no circum-
stances should the instructor place themselves
or other instructors or students in an unsafe
situation. 

Out of the great debate emerged several cre-
ative ideas and recommendations. For exam-
ple, it was suggested that the club come up
with a checklist to evaluate the students’ driv-
ing behavior such as steering wheel behavior,
body position, vision, throttle drive, braking
and turn behavior, and how they follow
instructions. We discussed what to do when
students ask technical questions regarding

their cars and the limited knowledge base
instructors possess about non-Porsche vehi-
cles. Several participants recommended that
instructors should also have a car safety
checklist similar to the ones used by the Tech
Inspectors or a copy of the Tech Inspection
checklist.

We talked about school procedure and how
students are assigned to three groups: the skid
pad exercise, “track walk” (drive through),
and the didactic presentation. Marty
explained that he needed a greater number of
instructors at the skid pad to insure a good
flow of cars. A debate regarding the useful-
ness of the skid pad exercise ensued since it
often gets bogged down by slow cars.
However, most of us agreed that the skid pad
exercise was essential to learning car dynam-
ics and control. Marty and the panel suggest-
ed other approaches to the skid pad exercise
that would help keep traffic moving faster,
such as extending the pad to simulate four
apexes. That would make the experience more
meaningful for the students. We concluded
with a discussion regarding the Streets of
Willows Short Track configurations, turn
entry and exit points, best braking areas and
taking the proper apex. Marty was followed
by Cass Whitehead.

Cass Whitehead’s presentation involved the
driving dynamics of newer cars from Porsche.
He spoke about the relationship between
weight transfer changes and accelerator
dynamics. He compared the 996 and 997 sta-
bility control system, and addressed how the
997 allows more leeway after hard braking
before the system is activated. He suggested
that instructors use the stability control system
as a learning tool. He explained the benefits of
trail braking as you turn into the apex. He indi-
cated that by braking as late as possible with
maximum brake and releasing the brake slow-

ly into the turn will help maintain the car’s
balance.

His tips for students included using
imagery and visualization to conceptually
paint the line and drive the track in their
minds. This can help them avoid imprinting
the wrong images while on the track. He
also suggested that instructors help the stu-
dents with wheel control, talking them
through the amount of throttle required,
when to brake, turn in, and exit a turn. His
presentation was refreshing and right on!

My most meaningful experience was learn-
ing that the relationship between instructor
and student should be that of a mentor or
coach. To be a great instructor you need
more than knowledge about the 
technical aspects of driving at speed, you
need good interpersonal skills so you can
become fully involved with the student, lis-
ten to them, understand their goals and pre-
vious driving experiences. You also have to
insure that they drive at a level of speed
where they experience the least amount of
anxiety and are able to listen to you coach
them through the technical aspects of the
track and car dynamics.

It was a very full day packed with tons of
information and a pretty good lunch to
boot. Winding it up, Greg thanked everyone
for attending the training session and dis-
missed us. Cass hung around for a while to
answer questions anyone might have about
the newer cars and their handling character-
istics, which he had taught earlier in the
day, and took questions about the Porsche
Driving Experience. Next we were ready to
receive what we had all come for and wait-
ed all day for—“The Patch.” The patch we
earned and will proudly wear on the front of
our uniforms and jackets.

Then we were off to the Cantina (go figure)
with Cass Whitehead and our large track
map of STS in tow. It was an absolute blast
being in a conversation like this, where you
are speaking directly to the head of
Porsche’s own Driving Experience. We lis-
tened intensely while Cass told us stories of
his (let’s say not-so-perfect) days at the
Driving Experience. The one thing he
emphasized after telling us a few horror
stories, was always try to keep the experi-
ence (As Ponsie said above) about the stu-
dent. After that we just got to sit and chat
and freely ask questions. The price of beer
is cheap when you get to tip a cold one, eat
chips and salsa and talk racing and racing
instruction with such a nice man as Cass.

In closing I would like to say from all the
attendees of the Advanced Instructor
Training Session, “thank you,” especially to
the people without whom this would not
have been possible: our Chief Driving
Instructor Marty Mehterian, and his staff
John Tunnicliffe, Bob Rodriquez and
Robert Taylor. President Greg Franz was in
the house, as well as Bill Bodine and Jackie
Ginsburg, representatives of our board. A
heart felt “thank you for all of the addition-
al advice and coaching” from the crew that
hung behind with Cass at the Cantina. We
also wanted to give a special thanks to all
the board members for funding this pro-
gram. This was my second year attending
the meeting at the beautiful El Dorado
Hotel in El Segundo and I always come
away learning something new. (I know
that’s an old cliché, but it fits.) And last but
not least “Thank you” to the engineer that
fixed the air conditioning system in the
room before it got ugly! .

Cass Whitehead got started in SCCA

club racing while earning an engi-

neering degree from Georgia Tech

and was named Rookie National

Driver of the Year in his first year of

national competition. Over the past

20 years, Cass has competed in

IMSA, Rolex Grand Am, and the

American Le Mans series winning

many awards, races, and champi-

onships. In the early 90's Cass won

the IMSA International Sedan

Touring Car Championship for

Nissan, and then went on to drive

the Nissan 300ZX Turbo in the IMSA

Supercar series. Along the way he

won an unprecedented 3 EXXON

drivers awards leading to the

EXXON Drivers Cup award. Over the

years, Cass has raced and won in

almost all types of road racing cars

ranging from single seaters to cur-

rent prototypes. Recently, Cass fin-

ished third in the 2001 24 Hours of

Daytona driving a Lola/Nissan

Prototype II car. Racing a Porsche

GT3RS to three podium finishes

marked an impressive year for Cass

in 2002. These accomplishments

proved instrumental in helping

Porsche capture the Rolex Grand

Am GT class Manufacturers

Championship. Cass has been

instructing almost as long as he's

been racing and brings a unique

perspective to our participants, born

from his mechanical and technical

background combined with passion

and enthusiasm for racing. .
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Driver development does not end with the
issuance of a TT License. Two  times a
year, the POC offers a Racers Clinic. It is a
complete weekend, with extensive class-
room discussion, track drills and more
discussion. The grand finale is a 30
minute race (that’s right, a race).
Admission to the clinic is not automatic.
Your application will probably be accepted
if you have demonstrated proper car con-
trol and have established a good reputa-
tion amongst your fellow drivers and have
met the minimum track time prerequisite
of six time trial weekends. Once you have
completed your second Racers Clinic, you
can enter your first Cup Race as a novice.

If you are not an aspiring racer, why strive
for this goal? Very simple…as a graduate
of one Racers Clinic, the POC VP of
Motorsports may—and I repeat, may—
grant permission to run TT practice with
the Cup Licensed drivers in the class to
which you car would belong if you were a
Cup Racer, Orange or Red. The difference
between a Yellow and or White TT Group
and an Orange or Red Group Cup Racer’s
Group, passing is open, right side of left
side with no signal required. It gets bet-
ter…assuming you have been granted
permission for TT practice with the
Orange or Red Group, you may also run
their qualifying session providing an 
additional 30 minutes of intense practice
time both days, an addition hour of track
time. You will be required to turn off your
transponder since you are not yet 
qualified to race.

Driver support is incredible at a POC TT
Cup Racing event. We have two tire 
vendors who really know DOT and full on
racing tires: Troy Simmons from
Trackside Performance, a Yokohama deal-
er out of Rancho Santa Margarita, CA, and
the inimitable Lynn Heaps from Topless
Performance out of the Phoenix area.
Lynn specializes in Hoosier tires as well
as Toyo, Hankook too. As usual, both rigs
were at the Las Vegas event providing full
support. You could order your tires in
advance; or order them there. The tires

The Racers’ Clinic:
O R  1 0 1  T H I N G S  I ’ V E  L E A R N E D A T  T H E  T R A C K

THE RACERS’CLINIC
What it is!

This past June the POC held the first 
of the two 2006 Racers’ Clinics. I came,
participated, and went home a more
experienced driver and very, very happy.
I also learned 101 new things. Maybe 102.

I’m like many POC members. I’ve been
doing track days for a few years, discov-
ered the Porsche Owners Club, started in
STS with a street car, graduated to Time
Trials (now Solo Sprints), and then expe-
rienced the internal birth of the racing
bug. Doing the Solo Sprints at the 
bigger tracks and consequently being
around race cars has that effect on you—
racing looks like fun!

It is fun, as I learned by completing my
first Racers’ Clinic. But, I also learned
that the POC is the best and most struc-
tured club if you want to go racing 
safely. The Short Track Series is the best
way to get out on the track with a street
car, and Solo Sprints are the best way to
up the ante in speed and skill in a struc-
tured and safe environment. Now I know
the Racers’ Clinic is the best thing to do if
you want to race. 

I learned a lot of things in two days,
starting with the fact that you had better
come prepared—not just your car, but
yourself...prepared in body and mindset.

By Martin Schacht

V E L O C I T Y  — P O C  M A G A Z I N E

The Racers’ Clinic:
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I learned that, except for lunch peri-
ods, there is no down time during a
Racers’ Clinic weekend.

I learned that Joe Kunz and Gary
Becker—both Supercup and IMSA GT3
Challenge drivers—are super guys and
have great racing stories. They are
incredibly patient, willing to answer
any question and part with any
“secret” necessary to improve your
performance.

I learned that going two-wide in
“pods” of four cars nose-to-tail around
Willow Springs at 75% speed is as

exciting and challenging as a fast 
lap on your own. I learned that it is 
possible to go three-wide around a
track without hitting anyone or going
off track. Thirty of us did just that in 
a big pack. Several times. I learned 
that being in the middle of a three-
wide sandwich, rather than on the 
outside, is considerably tougher and
nerve-wracking. 

I learned that pre-grid is the place to
settle your nerves, close your eyes and
think about the track. I learned that a
Cool Shirt system is invaluable to relax-
ing on pre-grid in hot weather.
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would be mounted and balanced on the
spot. In addition, Trackside brought their
tire shaving lathe. You could watch your
new tires go from 8/32 of tread depth, 
to 4/32…right before your eyes. Topless
Performance and Trackside: these guys
know tires and practice excellent cus-
tomer service.  

What about competition...don’t we all like
to drive with the best? Over the years,
POC has earned a reputation for produc-
ing some very competitive and successful
drivers. As Rich Mitsuda reports in his
recent article in the 2005 Velocity summa-
ry edition, “POC, The First Fifty Years,” a
short list of these drivers would include
“the late Milt Mintner, Craig Stanton,
Dennis Aase, Cort Wagner, Brent Martini,
Kelly Collins, Bill Auberlen, Kevin Buckler,
Johannes van Overbeek, Anthony Lazaro,
Martin Snow, and even Tommy Kendall.”
The list could go on and on. If you want to
run with the best, the POC is the place to
be. The level of competition across the
classes, STS, TT and Cup Racing is
incredible.

POC members on the fence about coming
over to Time Trial, take the leap! I have
been Time Trialing on and off since 1989
to 1993 with a hiatus that lasted until
2001. Once back to POC the second time,
the hook was set. First the STS Series for
a year, them I was off to the Big Track,
Willow Springs International Raceway,
and other tracks for TT events. And final-
ly, last December I was invited to partici-
pate in the Racers Clinic. This was the
most intense and pleasurable driving
experience ever. Make this one of your
goals; you won’t regret it. In addition you
will understand the intense camaraderie
that Cup Racers share.

I confess, my name is Martin; I am a
trackaholic…please feel free to join me
and many active drivers in this TT track
madness that provides for numerous
intense experiences, pushing yourself to
the limit (and over, now and again!), the
fine tuning of intense personal focus,
experiencing stiff competition and enjoy-
ing good sportsmanship. You will be mak-
ing make some new friends that are look-
ing forward to meeting you and sharing
their passion. .

P O S N O D r i v e r  N a m e B e s t  T i m e I n  L a p S p e e d

1 1 2 6 K e v i n  R e y n o l d s 1 : 2 8 . 1 2 7 2 1 0 2 . 1 2 5
2 7 5 B i l l  D a w s o n 1 : 2 8 . 7 5 5 4 1 0 1 . 4 0 3
3 4 5 3 R i c h a r d  P l o t k i n 1 : 3 1 . 0 9 6 1 0 9 8 . 7 9 7
4 2 8 1 C h r i s  H o u d r e 1 : 3 2 . 3 3 9 1 0 9 7 . 4 6 7
5 8 8 8 D e a n  C h e s n u t 1 : 3 1 . 9 1 4 1 4 9 7 . 9 1 8
6 2 6 7 C h a d  M e t t e n 1 : 3 2 . 5 9 0 3 9 7 . 2 0 3
7 9 1 6 J i m  S t e e d m a n 1 : 3 3 . 7 4 2 3 9 6 . 0 0 8
8 6 8 6 H e r m a n  C a r s t e n s 1 : 3 2 . 6 9 8 2 9 7 . 0 8 9
9 2 8 7 R i c k  B a r r e t t 1 : 3 3 . 5 1 8 1 1 9 6 . 2 3 8

1 0 1 3 1 K a r y  C l e m e n t s 1 : 3 3 . 6 9 1 2 9 6 . 0 6 0
1 1 3 6 9 J o h n  K e a n e 1 : 3 4 . 7 4 2 1 2 9 4 . 9 9 5
1 2 2 5 7 A l e x  F e l t o n 1 : 3 2 . 6 0 5 2 9 7 . 1 8 7
1 3 1 2 8 C h u c k  M o r e l a n d 1 : 3 6 . 9 3 7 1 4 9 2 . 8 4 4
1 4 2 2 M a r t i n  S c h a c h t 1 : 3 8 . 3 8 9 1 4 9 1 . 4 7 4
1 5 1 9 7 P a u l  B a r n e s 1 : 3 8 . 9 6 4 7 9 0 . 9 4 2
1 6 6 9 7 J o h n  H e l d m a n 1 : 3 7 . 1 1 6 6 9 2 . 6 7 3
1 7 8 0 8 M i c h a e l  E s s a 1 : 4 0 . 1 7 6 3 8 9 . 8 4 2
1 8 1 3 9 To d d  R i c h m o n d 1 : 4 0 . 0 2 3 4 8 9 . 9 7 9
1 9 2 1 1 D o n a l d  K r a v i g 1 : 4 0 . 6 3 5 1 7 8 9 . 4 3 2
2 0 5 1 0 J o h n  M o m e y e r 1 : 4 0 . 6 0 2 6 8 9 . 4 6 1
2 1 6 9 8 M i c h a e l  M i l l s 1 : 3 9 . 1 0 4 1 6 9 0 . 8 1 4
2 2 3 6 8 M a t t h e w  B i c k e l l 1 : 4 0 . 9 5 7 1 6 8 9 . 1 4 7
2 3 6 2 1 S c o t t  S o o k w o n g s e 1 : 4 5 . 6 7 7 1 5 8 5 . 1 6 5
2 4 8 8 2 J é s u s  G e r v a c i o 1 : 4 6 . 6 3 0 9 8 4 . 4 0 4
2 5 9 9 1 C h a r l e y  W o l k 1 : 4 9 . 1 3 9 1 5 8 2 . 4 6 4
2 6 9 0 1 R i c h i e  G o m e s 1 : 4 7 . 4 6 1 3 8 3 . 7 5 1
2 7 1 6 8 C a r o l y n  P a p p a s 1 : 4 9 . 7 1 8 1 4 8 2 . 0 2 8
2 8 1 7 0 E r i c  S o r e n s e n 1 : 4 6 . 7 5 5 2 8 4 . 3 0 5
2 9 7 9 3 R o g e r  L a i 1 : 3 8 . 5 2 9 2 9 1 . 3 4 4
3 0 8 8 M a r k  A n d e r s o n 1 : 5 7 . 2 4 7 1 7 6 . 7 6 1

I learned that being late to the pre-grid will result in
personal embarrassment in the next classroom session.

I learned that doing green flag practice starts over
and over and racing to turn five is an exciting,
incredibly useful training tool. I learned that 
inverted starts (slowest cars in front) are like 
driving in the crowded streets of Tokyo—at 120
mph! I also learned that being in a pack of 32 race
cars accelerating in unison is incredibly loud!

I learned that if you and your fellow clinic drivers
are NOT in tight formation—and I mean tight—
then you will get a yellow flag at the starters stand
and have to do it all over again. I learned that
starters are deviously clever people who love to
catch you off guard. I learned the hard way that, if
you blink when the green flag drops, you will get
jumped by five or eight cars piloted by (previous-
ly) nice people who now appear to be driven by the
sons of Satan and feel no compunction at all to
wait for you to start your race.

I learned it is great fun to pass cars on the outside
in turn two. And turn four. And turn eight. Ok,
maybe not turn eight.

I learned that it is easy to go fast on a clean track
with no traffic and have the ability to take the per-
fect line. I learned it not so easy to do it offline, but
it is possible. Marbles? What marbles?

I learned that the POC is tricky (red flag exercise,
but I’ll say no more!).

I learned not only the value of a debriefing ten min-
utes after the session, but also how fun it is to share
that post-session emotional high with your fellow
participants. I learned that many are as high on the
whole experience as I am. I learned that many are
now my friends and I trust them on the track, as I
hope they do me.

I learned that impound after the race can be a
major high-five session and the birthplace of great
racing stories. I learned that a congratulatory hug
from my wife is worth more then all the trophies in
the world!

I learned that chicks can do this too. Just kidding
Carolyn; I meant to say “women” can do this too.

I learned that Chief Driving Instructor Marty
Mehterian and VP of Motorsports Jeff Melnik are
two of the most dedicated POC people ever and
super nice guys. But they are no pushovers—you
must demonstrate that you want to be a racer, and
that you have what it takes!

More then anything, I learned that as Peter 
Egan was credited with saying, “Racing makes
heroin addiction look like a vague wish for 
something salty.”

If you are even vaguely thinking of attending a
clinic, do it! While it may be not be cheaper than
heroin, I can tell you that I learned the high is a real
one and it’s worth the price of admission! You, too,
could learn 101 things. Or possibly more. .
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At the start last year final Cup Race, Rusty
West was helped into the wall at Willow
Springs International Raceway while driving
his 2005 996 GT3RSR. This particular race-
car was fairly special since it was the last
vehicle of its kind imported into the country
by Porsche Motorsports North America.
While the chassis and suspension suffered
only minor damage the entire front section
of the car was destroyed. A reconstruction
campaign was launched the following week
that took nearly 6 months to complete. The
initial phase of the project consisted of com-
piling a massive list of replacement parts—
everything from fenders, brake ducts, radia-
tors, a new hood and front bumper assembly
and about 200 various nuts, bolts and brack-
ets. The next step included welding, fitting
all the parts and prepping them for the final
stage which was priming and painting the
front half of the car to bring back its beauty
and luster.

The lofty goal was to have the car ready to
compete in the most prestigious club race in
the country—the Tribute to LeMans 4 hour
Enduro at California Speedway. The team
achieved its goal with only 45 minutes to
spare. In preparation the team scheduled a test
day at Buttonwillow Raceway Park the
Wednesday prior to the big event that proved to
be disastrous. During the repair process the 4-
way adjustable Moton shocks on the front of
the car had been disconnected from their nitro-
gen cans causing all of the shock fluid to leak
out. On the first lap the car almost flipped onto
its roof while traversing the esses. Luckily
there was no damage caused by the incident;
however, the test day was over. Dave Bottom
from Arlan Motorsports stepped up to the plate
by removing, rebuilding and reinstalling the
shocks late that night. During a final inspec-
tion the following morning a leak, caused by a
faulty seal, was discovered on the right front
shock. One of the crewmembers made the 4-
hour drive to Dave Bottom where he once
again rose to the occasion and fixed the prob-
lem. The plan was to install one of the original
Sachs shocks so the car could be loaded in the
Renegade and transported to Willow Springs to
meet the repaired Moton shock for reinstalla-
tion and testing. Everything was coming

together until 6:00am Thursday morning when
the Renegade was schedule to leave for the
track and a faulty speed sensor in the transmis-
sion rendered the entire rig immobile. The last
ditch effort to test at Willow Springs one day
before the Tribute weekend was a bust. The
team now had a car that potentially was ready
to race but no way of getting it to the track.
Enter Gene Sigal who loaned his Renegade
tractor to the team so everything could be
transported to California Speedway in Fontana. 

With the transportation issue resolved one
giant question still remained unanswered—
would the car be safe and competitive???
Initially everything seemed fine. All visual
inspections uncovered no apparent problems,
the coolant system pressure tested fine, the
shocks were no longer leaking fluid and the
engine and gearbox seemed to be in proper
working order. As the car was rolled out of the
garage for the first practice session a coolant

leak was discovered. The front left radiator
hose connector was not firmly attached. The
nose of the car had to be removed to fix the
problem causing the team to miss the session.
After the repair was completed the car finally
went on track for the first time in nearly 6
months. The first few laps were run at 50% just
to shake the car down and warm up the tires.
By the sixth lap the car was up to speed and
capable of negotiating the banking without lift-
ing. On the eighth lap the front right radiator
hose connection came loose causing the car to
dump most of its coolant. The nose had to be
removed once again to repair the problem.
“Mission Accomplished” about 45 minutes
prior to qualifying.

Now the team’s biggest concern was durability.
During qualifying everything went as planned
and Anders Hainer placed the car 6th on the
grid. There were minor handling/setup issues
but the car ran flawlessly. 

Anders started the race and ran an hour and 10
minutes without any mechanical problems. He
experienced significant oversteer during his
stint so the rear sway bar was softened. Gene
Sigal jumped in as the second driver and ran a
perfect stint—so much so that after an hour

and 10 minutes he did not want to come in.
Lack of fuel forced the second schedule pit
stop where Rusty West took the wheel and
maintained Ander’s and Gene’s pace to bring
home a Third in class and a Third overall vic-
tory. The celebration on the podium was the
perfect reward for the team’s effort.

Rusty West ran the car in the next three Cup
Races (#7, #8 and #9) winning first in class in
each race. With 60 competition points and
enough events left in the season to secure his
eligibility he was primed to make a run at the
POC GTA class championship.

The Monday following Cup Race #9, Rusty
received a call from Porsche Motorsports
North America president, Uwe Brettel, asking
him if he was interested in selling his car.
Rusty’s response was “Heck No—I love this
thing and I’ve got a shot at the championship
why would I want to sell it”. Uwe’s reply was

“I can order a 997 GT3RSR for you”. That’s
when Uwe got Rusty’s attention. Uwe
explained that the Peterson/White Lightning
GT3RSR was totaled while competing in the
24 Hours of Le Mans and he was diligently 
trying to help the team find a suitable 
replacement so they could remain competitive
for the balance of the ALMS season.

While Rusty knew his POC season would be
over if he sold his car the 997 GT3RSR, the
carrot proved tempting enough for him. After
speaking with Peterson/White Lightning’s
Dale White on the phone, a deal was made and
Rusty’s car graduated to the big leagues. The
new team campaigned the car to a GT2 class
victory in its first race at Lime Rock followed
by a second in class at both Miller Motorsports
Park in Salt Lake City and Portland
International Raceway and a win at Road
America. With three races left in the season
and 9 points separating the team from a GT2
class championship all eyes will be on the
Peterson/White Lightning team. As a gesture
of thanks the team is still displaying Rusty’s
company logo on the roof of the car. So when
you are watching the ALMS races on TV look
for the “Big Blue Thumbprint” and cheer for
the POC car that’s kicking butt in ALMS. .
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RACE to the PODIUM . RACE to the PODIUM . to the PODIUM . to the PODIUM . to the PODIUM...

The RSR as raced at the POC 2006 Tribute to le Mans — Photography by Richard Urtado

The RSR now raced at the ALMS Road America — Photography courtesy Porsche Motorsport—Richard ChenetS T O R Y  B Y  R U S T Y  W E S T
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March Madness had just ended and “May
Madness” was now in full swing. 

For those of you unfamiliar with the term, “May
Madness” has nothing to do with goal hoops,
rubber balls or plastic pucks. “May Madness” is
all about speed, and this year was no exception.
Tech stations and message boards were abuzz
with news, rumor and discussions about the
upcoming event. “May Madness,” aka “The
Tribute” was here again.

For the thirteenth consecutive year, the Porsche
Owners Club was to showcase the best of
American amateur sports car racing with our
Annual “Tribute to Le Mans” Four-Hour Enduro.
Nine race classes representing the POC’s best
were to mix it up with professional and semi-
pro race drivers from the Grand Am, IMSA and
SCCA Racing Series. 

On Friday morning, May 19th, California
Speedway opened its gates to a flood of trans-
porters, trailers and motor homes carrying some

of the fastest and most radical Porsches and
Ferraris on the planet. By 8:30 am, the stadium
was filled with the sound of flat sixes running hot
cams and open exhausts preparing for Friday’s
first practice session. The unmistakable smell of
rich-running engines burning race gas and syn-
thetic oil permeated the air. By Sunday evening,
all was quiet once again. The paddocks slowly
emptied, the track long cold, and an exhilarated
but exhausted group returned once more to their
homes. What occurred in the hours between will
long be remembered as one of the greatest

THE TRIBUTE WEEKEND AT CALIFORNIA SPEEDWAY BY KELLY KONZELMAN 

PART UN

LE MANSTribute
to

Contributing Photographers:

Ann Mitchell

Richard Hurtado

David Johnson

Walter Chen

The starting field
Photography by Ann Mitchell

LE MANSTribute
toThe winning team of Blake Rosser

and Shawn Howard
Photography by Richard Hurtado

AT CALIFORNIA SPEEDWAY

“Tribute” weekends our Club has ever seen.

Over the past five years or so, the Tribute has
evolved from a protracted four hour club race
on a hot, dusty desert track into something very
special. The race has become a true West Coast
event and has taken on a life of its own. Winning
the Tribute has become quite an achievement,
as even professional drivers often mention the
“Tribute to Le Mans” along with their other
notable wins and races in their biographies. We
should all be very proud of our Club and those

who have worked so hard to make this event
what it is today—the pinnacle of amateur sports
car racing in America!

As exciting as it remains, the “Tribute” Enduro
was only one of many events held during this
special weekend. Time Trial #3 (now called the
“Solo Sprint”) allowed Cup and non-cup racers
alike the opportunity to set fast laps on an
incredible stadium road course. The POC also
featured for the first time a two-hour FUBAR
race that ran simultaneously with our “Tribute”

Enduro. Another first was our partnership with
the Hope for a Cure Guild, a local non-profit
organization focused on accelerating research
and cures for juvenile diabetes. Yes, the week-
end was so event filled that Velocity decided to
cover it in three sections!

(CAUTION: At this point, reader is encouraged
to securely fasten your sub-belt and ensure
your window net is in its fully upright and
locked position.)

CONTINUED ON PAGE 24
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Greg Franz and Jack Bair   Photography by Ann Mitchell

Eric Olberz, Tommy Kendall, and Robert Dalrymple
shared this still under development very fast Porsche
Photography by Walter Chen

One of our newer photographic con-
tributors to the POC is Dave Johnson
and his partner and daughter, Leigh
Johnson of DRJ Motorsport Photo.
Dave started shooting at Elkhart
Lake—Road America in the 70s and
he’s also a former SCCA National racer
having competed with a 427 Cobra and
a Sunbeam Tiger (against our beloved
Porsches). His photographic portfolio
includes: ALMS, IMSA GT Cup, VARA,
HSR West, the Monterey Historics as
well as our last couple of POC events.
He is currently tinkering with his ‘76
911 wide body convert. Dave is cur-
rently offering the POC professional
photos at extremely reasonable introduc-
tory prices…seriously folks! You can
reach Dave at: www.drjmotorsportpho-
to.smugmug.net. Expect to see a lot
more of Dave and Leigh at our events
in the near future!

Another artist/photographer that 
captured the essence of the Tribute
weekend is Alan S. Greene of
ASGphotowerks. His creative and 
elegant photo art is definitely worth a
look see. You may have a collection of
terrific photos of your ontrack adven-
tures but you probably don’t have a wall

full of interpretive and artistic motor-
sport pieces like he produces. His
“werks” are instantly recognizable by
his use of vivid colors that seem to
explode off the wall. We hope to see
more of Alan’s unique artistic skills in
future editions of Velocity… Art prints of
the event can be ordered by contacting
Alan through his web site. Check out
his collection of fine automotive art at:
www.asgphotowerks.com.

Special thanks goes to John D.
Gregoire who agreed to photograph our
April Willow Springs event for Velocity
in the 11th hour. One of John’s lifelong
photographic interests is unique barns
throughout the Midwest. John devel-
oped an interest in photography in the
Army and has worked in the television
and film industry. No stranger behind
the lens, he was Managing Technical
Director for still and motion photogra-
phy for NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory
for 38 years. John’s work can be seen at:
www.johndgregoire.com.

We are very lucky to have such 
talented shutterbugs interested in our
club adventures; let’s keep the 
welcome mat out! . .

CAPTURING THE SPIRIT
BY JACKIE GINSBURG
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HOPE FOR A CURE

An old Arab proverb says, “If you have

much, give of your wealth, if you have little,

give of your heart.”

We are fortunate that we have many in our

Club who have both wealth and heart, and

this continues to be demonstrated in a 

wonderful way by the charitable events we

gladly host. This years “Tribute” was no

exception, with the Club focusing on a char-

ity that funds research for Juvenile Diabetes.

Just how prevalent is this debilitating 

disease? The financial impact alone is 

staggering—treatment and care for victims

of JD amass over $100 billion in health care

costs in the United States alone. The human

impact of this disease is almost incalculable.

Every hour of every day, a child is diagnosed

with Type 1 juvenile diabetes, the most

severe form of diabetes that will affect them

for the rest of their lives.

To help support the event, Presbyterian

Hospital sent out “Care Force One,” a mobile

medical unit providing first line prevention,

detection and medical treatment for those

lacking access to care. For those brave enough to get their

finger pricked, a 30-second diabetes screening was avail-

able. It was nice to see how well our members supported

these volunteers and even helped carry a few of the faint

hearted V3 boys who passed out at the sight of their own

blood. Even our kids were provided with special entertain-

ment with a special “Fun Zone,” complete with a playland,

gocart rides and face-painting clowns. Watching these kids

navigate the gocarts through a maze of orange cones was

quite amusing. If these represent our next generation of

POC racers, I think we better get some new instructors! 

In all, over $50,000 was raised for the Guild from the pro-

ceeds of a silent auction that ran both Friday and Saturday.

Thanks to all for their generous gifts, donations and time.

We can now add our “Tribute” weekend to our list chari-

table events, continuing our clubs altruistic legacy of

reaching out and helping children and those in need!

A special commendation must go to Mary Anne Melnik

who outdid herself in arranging this event. Organizing a

fundraiser is a full time job in itself, and Mary Anne put

this one together while at the same time caring for her

patients, fixing broken bones, and preparing both her car

and mind for an all-out Melnik/Melnik assault to secure

the Tribute R2 class victory. Mary Anne, very well done! 
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The Melnik entry—same car, different color
Photography by Richard HurtadoR9S winners, Mark Foley and Jim Marks 

Photography by David Johnson

Mary Anne Melnik
Photography by Ann Mitchell
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For anyone who has not had the opportunity to

drive a car at speed at a facility like California

Speedway, this is a must do life experience. It

is difficult to explain the adrenaline rush that

comes from sitting in the cold pits, awaiting

the starter’s waive while looking directly up at

the turn one banking. From the apron, it looks

like it goes up five stories. The track layout is

wonderful, allowing for huge speeds both on

the oval and in the infield. You learn to strap in

and brake HARD here, meaning that one is

advised not to drive with their mouth open, as

there is a likelihood of collecting the steering

wheel between one’s teeth at the end of some

of the longer straights. Also, one cannot help

watching their speedometer gradually climb as

you accelerate down the front straight and past

the pit exit. I found myself almost audibly

counting out 130, 140, 150, 160… until the

turn-in for two thinking, “what in the hell am I

doing driving this fast?” At this point, the wind

noise drowns out my repeated expletives. With

both tach and speedo reaching the end of their

long arcs, one but can’t help fixate on the set of

perfectly spaced skid marks dead center on

turn two that continue unabated right into that

hard concrete wall. At this speed I can’t help

but think, “God, please, nothing break,” and 

I instinctively lift. I still am not quite sure

whether this reaction comes from realizing a

moment of sanity, or just plain fear. It’s the 

latter, I presume.

Practice sessions started on Friday and lap times

began falling quickly. Things were going

smoothly until Chris O’Connor decided to test

exactly how much water was in one of those

black rubber barriers outside turn 21. The fight

was ugly. It was H20 vs GSR. I figure the 400

gallons of water weighed in at about 3,200

pounds. Chris’s 924S was the underdog, tipping

the scales at a mere 2,600. Unfortunately for

Chris, the round was over quickly. I figure he

now knows what it’s like to walk into Mike

Tyson’s fist at 90 MPH. For the team of Comeau

and O’Connor, their weekend was about over

before it started. They would have to go to “the

back-up 911” and Tim wouldn’t be able to repeat

his thrilling 2005 “Tribute” class shootout with

the remaining GSR (motley) crew.

The remainder of practice went well. Craig

Stanton spent some serious time shaking down

a new Boxter Spec car, and testing some new

mods that might work their way into the GCRs.

The car turned a 1:56.7 its first time out, and

those involved with the program believe that

there are still a few more seconds to be

squeezed out. This portends to be an exciting

class with the cars being compared to the GT3

Cup Cars in handling and balance.

In the end, I think that more adrenaline actually

got pumped than 110 octane, and many drivers

were again proclaiming Cal Speedway as their

favorite track. I, for one, wholeheartedly agree!

PRACTICE SESSIONS AND SOLO SPRINT EVENT

Bob Faieta and Steve Goldman
Photography by Richard Hurtado
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I was asked to contribute to an article on the

“Tribute to Le Mans” after the weekend had

taken place. For most of us that participated,

volunteered, or just watched there were a

number of memorable moments. How

would I remember all of the details and

approach writing my first article for the

POC and Velocity magazine? Just when I

was ready to say, “No way, I just can’t do it,”

one of my favorite songs popped into my

head... “The Distance” by Cake. Here is a

quick excerpt:

Reluctantly crouched at the starting line

Engines pumping and thumping in time

The green light flashes, the flags go up

Churning and burning they yearn for the cup

TRIBUTE WEEKEND AT CAL SPEEDWAY BY JASON WILBERDING

PART DEUX

Just the opening verse, but hopefully it
gets your blood flowing! (Especially if
you know the song.)

After watching some exciting racing drama
this weekend—Michael Schumacher
parking his car in F1 qualifying to try
and secure the pole...Sam Hornish
eeeking out a turn four win over Marco
Andretti in the “left turn” Indy 500— 
I now felt more up to the task. Giving
readers a recap of our famous POC
Tribute to Le Mans served as even
more motivation.

Dennis Puddester, Rick Knoop and Kent Klaser in the R5 only entry
Photography by David Johnson

Steve Cross getting some air
Photography by David Johnson

         



The Friday practice session was well attended
and the topic of conversation was the four-hour
enduro and the 1st Annual POC “Fubar Race.”
The practice sessions had everyone buzzing
about how the track seemed slower than at the
race in March. I wasn’t sure if the track actual-
ly was slower, but it made a hell of an excuse
during the subsequent bench racing which took
place at the local “franchise restaurant” of
choice that night!

The four hour enduro qualifying did take place
on Friday. In the drivers meeting, Jeff Melnik
delighted the anxious crowd by throwing out 
a few DFL starting positions to those that 
were late or missed the meeting. I don’t think
they ultimately stuck, but they did set the 
tone for the weekend…don’t miss the drivers
meeting!!

We all know how important starting position
is, even for a four hour race. It appeared that

MOST drivers were running 9/10ths. Pole posi-
tion bragging rights were claimed by Eric
Olberz with a strong 1:37.5, followed closely
by Blake Rosser, Doug Baron and Steve
Goldman. The Fubar qualifying was set to take
place on Saturday and based on the times set
Friday, it looked like the Team Monsahouse
(Drew Waterhouse and Mike Monsalve) would
take the poll. 

Although the “Fubar” was structured to be a
“fun race,” competition looked to be fierce and
the pits were swarming all day Friday with
strategy discussions. Some of the more impor-
tant discussions were less about tire pressures
and sway bar settings and were centered
around the all important team names. The R5
guys were losing weight faster than Nicole
Richie, Oprah and Janet Jackson combined. A
little loophole allowed R5 guys to drop down
to R4 and still take a four minute time penalty
in the race. All that one needed to do was sub-

mit a new point sheet to the Competition
Director and change the classification number
on their car. Carl Tofflemire and Steve Alarcon
were seen fighting over the last printed copy of
the point sheet, Chris Wiles was trying to sneak
those new slicks under his fenders, and every-
one was trying to come up with a catchy team
name.

Team Stud-a-guard (Mark Williams & Howard
Lewis), Bored Members (Leonard Schenkel
and Greg Franz), Payne in the Melnik (John
Payne and Jeff Melnik) and Team Burger Ding
(Jackie Ginsburg and Jason Wilberding) were
some of the creative Fubar team names. Many
teams wore matching shirts and had custom
graphics on the cars.

The FUBAR Race was the “race within the
race.” The teams were to have each driver do
one leg of a two hour race and pit for a desig-
nated time prior to the end of the stint. The pole

sitters, Team Monsahouse, exited the race
due to Drew Waterhouse experiencing a
pretty scary tire blow at speed. When
the music stopped, Atlas Arco Racing
(Steve Alarcon, Athan Aronis) was left
standing at the top of the podium. The
Tofflehouse (Carl Tofflemire and Kip
Waterhouse) took 2nd with Not a
Chance Racing (Chris Wiles and
Andrew Bloch) finishing 3rd.

One of the big stories of the weekend
was the four hour overall win by Blake
Rosser and codriver Shawn Howard.
Great driving is what always gets the
attention of the fans and participants
and this year’s race had everyone on
their feet. The last hour was to be an all-
out sprint race as the gap between first,
second, third and fourth was shrinking
on every lap. The crowd was going
crazy, A full course yellow was thrown
right around the 3 hour mark with
Steven Goldman’s team about 40 sec-
onds back. Then Eric Olberz coasted
down the front straight to a dead stop,
the victim of a failed CV joint. Rusty

West was in fourth place and driving the
tires of his 997 RSR trying to catch up
to the leaders. After a restart, the lead
soon dropped to under 10 seconds. In
the end, the overall and GTA battle was
decided by just over 2 seconds!

Another big battle was in R3 with the
Keith Meggs and Klaus Holthaus hold-
ing off Jim Copp to win by just under 4
seconds. This makes a class victory for
two consecutive years by this first-rate
team. These guys delivered a great bat-
tle for the entire race, which shows that
you don’t have to run up front to enjoy
great racing.

The new Boxster Spec class also showed its
strength with a very close race with Geoff
Escalette and some unknown rookie driver
named Craig Stanton (sure!) getting by
Steven Rea and Jim Pierce in the closing
minutes for a very close victory of only 45
seconds. 

First place went to Rosser and Howard,
with second to Goldman and Faieta,

West, Hainer, and Sigal, in third, all
driving GTA class cars. Other class win-
ners were Richard Price-GTC and 4th
overall, Anders Hainer-GT2, Dennis
Puddester-R5, Guenter Lennarz-R7,
Eric Olberz in GT1, and Mary Anne
Melnik-R2.

Special thanks to Bill Bodine was keep-
ing everyone entertained with race
updates on makeshift PA system after
our announcer didn’t show up. At one
point we weren’t sure if he was calling a
race or singing karaoke, but we all
laughed and enjoyed his play-by-play.

The 2006 “Tribute” will be remembered
for it’s close racing and great driving,
but what happens behind the scenes is
something that only a few people get a
peek into. For those of you who wonder
what you need to take an overall
“Tribute” win, we would like to give
you an inside look by interviewing our
overall Tribute winner’s Crew Chief and
Head Mechanic, Michael Essa. 
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Richard Price and Kris Wilson
Photography by David Johnson

The BSR Class had a great fight between the Steve Rea, John
Hsu and Jim Pierce Boxster and eventual Class winner Geoff
Escalette with the help of Craig Stanton and John Tecce
Photography by David Johnson

     



Michael Essa is the owner of Tech Trix
Motorsports in Anaheim California and has
supported Blake Rosser for both of his Tribute
victories. We sat down with Michael in his shop
and discussed this year’s race as seen from
behind the pit wall. Following are some
excerpts from our hour-long conversation on
preparing for one of the POC’s signature
events.

Q. Without giving away all of your “Tech Trix”
secrets, what are some of the keys to winning a
four hour race like the “Tribute”?

A. Thorough car prep and inspection is obvi-
ous, but every single nut and bolt must be
checked. If you have any questionable compo-
nents they need to be replaced. Running a four
hour race is not inexpensive, so even the deci-
sion to enter requires substantial time and
financial commitment. 

We knew we would be competing with some
great cars that had considerably more horse-
power (up to 200+) than our GT3R. There
needs to be a balance between being fast and
reliable. It’s up to the driver(s) to be fast, but I
prefer one that is consistent. Being easy on the
equipment and tires doesn’t hurt either! 

It’s up to the support team to be well 
prepared in the pits. For example, in ‘04 we had
to overcome a fueling problem and do so on the
fly. If we weren’t totally organized and able to
quickly modify a part, then there is no way we
would have won the race.

Q. How many hours do you think it takes to get
a car ready?

A. Well, that all depends on how well every-
thing is maintained. There is at least 20 hours

involved, and it could be up to 60 hours if
things have been neglected. 

Q. That sounds like a lot of time. If someone is
running sprint races on a regular basis and
keeping the car well maintained, would it still
be 20 hours?

A. Again, every situation is different, but from
my experience the prep work absolutely can’t
be overlooked. If you want to compete but don’t
expect to win then I am sure it could be a lot
less. A four hour race puts even the best pre-
pared car through a whole different set of tests
than a sprint race does. When there is a
mechanical DNF, everyone loses! 

Q. We have talked a lot about the mechanical
side...how about race strategy? Please share
your thoughts on how some of us without a big
budget or crew can participate.

A. I think strategy has a direct relationship
with experience. Look at the winning teams
and see what they do. You don’t have to spend a
ton of money to field a crew. Tire, fuel and
entry fees should be your biggest cost as we
talked about before. Instead of having that extra
set of sticker tires, use the same ones for prac-
tice and qualifying. A lot will depend on your
car, but this is one area where I have seen peo-
ple spend extra money. Getting a little more life
out of your tires should never come at the
expense of safety, though!

Spend the money to have a reputable shop
inspect the car. You want to be confident on a
shop you go to because ultimately your life and
the life of your fellow racers depend on it.

Q. How many people do you have in your
crew? Can you tell us what they do?

A. Including myself, there are six people. Each
person has their own specific duties, but they
also need to know the other jobs just in case. 

2- Fueling
2- Changing tires
1- Fire Extinguisher 
1- The “deadman.” This person opens and
closes the valve on fueling rig 

We also divide up duties during the race such as
timing and spotting. This number of people
shouldn’t scare anyone away though, as you can
run with 2-3 people with no problem. The best
people to get are your trustworthy friends that
are racing fanatics. Just being on a crew is a lot
of fun and you really can learn a lot.

Remembering back to the mid 90s I was part of
a team that would run Porsche races in Mexico
(Ensenada, Tijuana and Rosarito Grand Prix’s)
it was just a bunch of guys who loved racing
and had a blast together.

Q. Thanks for your time, Michael. Is there any-
thing else you would like to tell people reading
the interview?

A. Sure. I would just like to stress that whether
you are competing for an overall podium win in
a $250,000 car or a stock 914, make sure that
you don’t cut corners. Think of every situation
that can possibly happen and be prepared for
the worst. Don’t stress yourself out by worrying
about things you can’t control, though!

For drivers specifically, keep it smooth and
don’t make overly aggressive moves. It’s hard to
believe that only a couple seconds separated
many of this year’s winners, but I still say it’s
better to play it safe. As the saying goes—you
have to first finish to finish first! .

BEHIND THE SCENES OF A WINNING TRIBUTE TEAM
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Tribute to Le Mans 4 Hour EnduroTribute to Le Mans 2 Hour Mini Enduro
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POS DRIVERS NO CLASS LAPS FAST LAP

1 Athan Aronis 55 R5 58 1:50.519
Steve Alarcon 3 R5 1:50.838

2 Carl Tofflemire 39 R5 57 1:51.654
Kip Waterhouse 79 R5 1:53.005

3 Christopher Wiles 524 R5 56 1:52.398
Andrew Bloch 209 R5 1:52.512

4 Jason Wilberding 317 R5 56 1:52.767
Jackie Ginsburg 962 R7 2:03.599

5 Jeff Melnik 146 R2 55 1:49.420
John Payne 144 R2 1:49.589

6 Drew Waterhouse 919 GTC 54 1:43.384
Mike Monsalve 87 R5 1:50.255

7 John Gordon 251 GTC 54 1:45.180
Chris O'Donnell 423 GT2 1:46.500

8 Behr Salehi 541 R3 54 1:50.848

9 Dave Buhain 900 R3 54 1:52.935
Jim Planet 436 R5 1:57.603

10 Leonard Schenkel 226 R7 54 2:01.415
Greg Franz 10 R5 1:57.760

11 Greg Ross 57 EX 53 1:52.779

12 Jeff Lewis 189 GTA 52 1:45.792
Kevin Lynn 142 GT2 1:55.377

13 Mark Williams 530 R4 51 1:53.471
Howard Lewis 174 GT2 1:49.838

14 David LeSage 101 GT1 40 1:46.090
Steven Frankel 89 GT2 1:48.471

15 Don Matz 707 R7 40 2:02.848
Mary Jo Nettles 488 R5 2:06.433

16 Johnny Pag 421 EX 38 1:50.885
Michael Weitze 247 R9S 2:04.778

17 Bruce Wells 505 R5 26 —
Ed Lane 173 R5 2:00.923

POS NO CLASS DRIVERS LAPS BEST LAP

1 204 GTA Blake Rosser 129 1:39.571
Shawn Howard

2 404 GTA Steven Goldman 129 1:39.665
Bob Faieta

3 445 GTA Rusty West 127 1:40.359
Gene Sigal
Anders Hainer

4 531 GTC Richard Price 124 1:42.072
Kris Wilson

DQ 143 GT2 Anders Hainer 124 1:44.448
Steve Cross

5 16 GT2 Carlos Granados 121 1:44.633
Chris Miller

6 670 EX Ryan Negri 120 1:47.320
John Horejsi

7 647 R3 Keith Meggs 119 1:47.959
Klaus Holthaus

8 352 R3 Jim Copp 119 1:49.105
Michael Copp

9 288 GT2 Ted Barrett 116 1:51.083
Rick Barrett
Sergio Nardi

10 31 R3 Jerry Roche 115 1:51.278
Kenny Rumbaugh

11 71 R5 Dennis Puddester 113 1:52.165
Rick Knoop
Ken Klaser

12 319 R7 Guenter Lennarz 112 1:55.476
Rick Yap
José Alvarez

13 443 GT1 Eric Olberz 109 1:38.872
Tommy Kendall
Robert Dalrymple

14 626 BSR Geoff Escallette 109 1:56.810
Craig Stanton
John Tecce

15 500 BSR Steve Rea 109 1:59.243
John Hsu
Jim Pierce

16 441 R3 Ross Turner 107 1:53.231
Craig Turner

17 399 R9S Mark Foley 107 2:02.456
Jim Marks

18 451 R9S Tim Schilling 105 2:03.049
Eric Sorensen

DQ 513 R3 Chris O'Connor 105 1:51.275
Tim Comeau

19 46 R2 Mary Anne Melnik 103 1:07.846
Jeff Melnik

20 361 R3 Ted White 63 1:48.355
Les Long
Scott Brink

21 541 R3 Behrouz Salehi 56 1:50.848

22 57 GT2 Greg Ross 55 1:52.779

23 124 GTC Geoff Escalette 55 1:52.778
Craig Stanton
John Tecce

24 7 GT1 Randy Beck 55 1:41.208
George Bryan

25 301 GTA Neil Alexander 9 1:40.618
Doug Baron

After the race celebrations Photography by Ann Mitchell
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PORSCHE marks
50TH ANNIVERSARY

of historic TARGA FLORIO victory

Umberto Maglioli at

a fuel stop en route

to victory in his

Porsche 550A

Spyder at the 

1956 Targa Florio

This past June Porsche celebrated one of
the most important racing victories in its
rich motorsports history—June 10,
1956, at the Targa Florio.

Despite the fact Porsche has won the 24
Hours of Le Mans 16 times overall, and
the 24 Hours at Daytona 20 times overall,
no victory was bigger in company histo-
ry than that day in 1956 when a Porsche
550A Spyder—grandfather of the
today’s Porsche RS Spyder Le Mans
Prototype 2 racer and father of the cur-

rent Porsche Boxster street car—scored
an overall win, Porsche’s first in a world
championship event. And Porsche’s
record 11th and last victory at the Targa
Florio in 1973—was tallied by a Porsche
Carrera RSR, the predecessor of the
recently announced 2007 Porsche 911
GT3 RS street car.

50 years ago, Italian racecar driver
Umberto Maglioli was the unexpected
overall winner of what was then the
world’s longest-standing and most 

difficult road race, the Targa Florio. The
upstart Porsche organization gained
worldwide recognition with this victory
since it was the first time that a driver 
in the under-two-liter class managed 
to beat vehicles with larger cylinder 
displacement. With an average speed of
90.9 mph and a lead of nearly 15 minutes
on the second place vehicle, Maglioli
not only out-classed the competition but
also assured the first overall victory for
Porsche in the Manufacturers World
Championship.
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PORSCHE marks
50TH ANNIVERSARY

of historic TARGA FLORIO victory
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This victory was made all the more surprising
because of the fact that the Porsche 550 A
Spyder only debuted eleven days before the
Targa Florio at a 1000 kilometer race on the
Nürburgring. Spurred on by the victory in this
class, Porsche’s racing director, Huschke von
Hanstein, traveled to Sicily with driver Maglioli
and two mechanics to test the open-top Spyder’s
competitiveness once again. In contrast to other
road races of the time, routes were not closed
during practice, so the drivers always had to be
prepared for local traffic and obstacles.

Furthermore, for the Stuttgart sports car man-
ufacturer, it was the first time they took part in
this legendary race because, at the time, the
Targa Florio, from which the name Targa orig-
inated for many Porsche model designations,
was seen as the home turf of larger engined
sports cars from Italy. Maglioli completed the
720 kilometer route without changing drivers
in a time of 7:54.52 hours—and thanks to the
reliability of his Porsche, only pulled in to the
pit stop to refuel.

Yet even before this overall victory, the Targa
Florio was closely associated with the name
Porsche. First sponsored by the Italian Count
Vicenzo Florio, the Sicilian Madonie, with its
6000 curves and countless hills, was one of the
greatest challenges in international motor sport
for many decades. In 1922, the small Sascha
model designed for Austro-Daimler by
Ferdinand Porsche confidently won the 1100
ccm cylinder class. This was followed in 1924
by the overall victory of the Mercedes 2l Targa
Florio race car developed at Daimler-Motoren-
Gesellschaft under the technical supervision of
Ferdinand Porsche.

Umberto Maglioli’s victory in 1956 marked the
beginning of a unique success story for the
Stuttgart sports car manufacturer. After
Umberto Maglioli’s astonishing victory in
1956, driving a Porsche 718 RSK Spyder, the
duo of Edgar Barth and Wolfgang Seidel
brought the second overall victory at Targa
Florio home to Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen. In
1960, Joakim Bonnier and Hans Herrmann

TOP: Jo Siffert.

BOTTOM:

Gijs van Lennep and 

Herbert Mueller 

won the 1973 

Targa Florio 

in a Porsche 911 

Carrera RSR.

TOP: The Jo Siffert/Brian

Redman Porsche 908/03

Spyder that won the 1970

Targa Florio.

BOTTOM:

A smiling Brian Redman

Photo courtesy of Porsche AG

won in a Porsche 718 RS 60 Spyder. In 1963, the
Porsche 718 GTR, driven by Joakim Bonnier
and Carlo Abate, emerged victorious. A new era
in racing began for Porsche in 1964 with the 
904 Carrera GTS designed by Ferdinand
Alexander Porsche. Racecar drivers Antonio
Pucci and Colin Davis left all the 
competitors’ prototypes in the dust driving a
standard 904 model and, in April 1964, took
home the fifth overall victory.

The introduction of the Porsche 911 in 1964 also
heralded a new era in racecar engineering. With
the six-cylinder engine based on the Porsche
911, the Porsche 906 Carrera 6 only proved to
be unbeatable, and not just in the 
2 liter sports car class. At the 50th Targo Florio
in 1966, Herbert Müller and Willy Mairesse
won in the racecar fitted with a space frame and
plastic chassis. The Porsche team entered the
Targo Florio in May 1967 with a fleet of six
Porsche 910 prototypes. The race ended with a
triple victory as Rolf Stommelen and Paul
Hawkins crossed the finish line in their Porsche
910-8 ahead of two 910-6 model racecars.
Porsche managed a hat trick in 1968 with the
victory of Vic Elford and Umberto Maglioli in a

907-8. As a result, the coveted Coppa Florio 
trophy finally landed in the hands of Porsche
AG and earned a place of honor in Ferry
Porsche’s office.

In 1969, Porsche responded to a new Brand
World Championships regulation with the
development of the 908/02 Spyder. Out of six
Porsche 908/02s that entered, four finished in
the first four places. The overall victory was
taken by Gerhard Mitter and Udo Schütz, 
who set a new course record with a time of
6:07.45 hours. Porsche sent the light and agile
908/03 Spyder to the start of the 1970 Targa
Florio and this race also ended with a Porsche
double victory (Jo Siffert/Brian Redman, Pedro
Rodriguez/Leo Kinnunen), which was crowned
by Kinnunen’s record lap with an average speed
of 128.57 km/h. In 1973, it was Gijs van Lennep
and Herbert Müller, who drove into the history
books in the historic long-distance race with a
Porsche 911 Carrera RSR, the grandfather of
today’s Porsche 911 GT3 RS production car. 
By the final staging of the race as a World
Championship in 1973, Porsche was the most
successful automobile brand with a total of
eleven overall Targa Florio victories. .
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ACTIVE 
A registered Porsche owner. Receive all mailings 
and is considered a full member. $75.00

ASSOCIATE
The spouse, child, parent, sibling, or other designee of 
an active or non-Porsche member. One per member only. $5.00

NON-PORSCHE
A non-Porsche owner who wishes to participate 
in POC activities. Receives all mailings, 
plus member rates at events. $75.00

Name

Street

City

State

Zip

Occupation

Birth Date

Telephone [Home] /

Telephone [Business] /

E-Mail

Referred by

Membership Number
(If renewal)

Associate’s Name

Birth Date

Telephone [Home] /

Telephone [Business] /

E-Mail

Membership Number 
(If renewal)

JOIN NOW! For a nominal annual membership fee, you can enjoy the POC’s 
publications, receive discounts to all events and at many participating dealers. 

Make check payable to and mail to: Porsche Owners Club—Membership
Box 727, 14252 Culver Drive, Suite A, Irvine CA 92604   949-360-6475

New  Renewal

POC_MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
PORSCHE OVERALL VICTORIES AT THE TARGA FLORIO

1956 Umberto Maglioli Porsche 550 A Spyder
1959 Edgar Barth/Wolfgang Seidel Porsche 718 RSK Spyder
1960 Joakim Bonnier/Hans Herrmann Porsche 718 RS 60 Spyder
1963 Joakim Bonnier/Carlo Abate Porsche 718 GTR
1964 Colin Davis/Antonio Pucci Porsche 904 Carrera GTS
1966 Herbert Müller/Willy Mairesse Porsche 906 Carrera 6
1967 Paul Hawkins/Rolf Stommelen Porsche 910-8
1968 Vic Elford/Umberto Maglioli Porsche 907-8
1969 Gerhard Mitter/Udo Schütz Porsche 908/02 Spyder
1970 Jo Siffert/Brian Redman Porsche 908/03 Spyder
1973 Gijs van Lennep/Herbert Müller Porsche 911 Carrera RSR

PORSCHE MAJOR WINS AND CHAMPIONSHIPS (OVERALL):

World Championship of Makes (Teams): 14
European Hill-Climb Championship: 20
Formula 1 World Driver’s Championship: 3
Formula 1 Wins: 26
Le Mans 24 Hours: 16
Sebring 12 Hours: 17
Daytona 24 Hours: 20
Targa Florio: 11
Monte Carlo Rally: 4
Paris-Dakar Rally: 2
FIA-GT Championship: 2

www.porscheownersclub.org
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Laguna Seca AN AWESOME VENUE, BEAUTIFUL WEATHER, THRILLING COMPETITION, CHALLENGING NOISE RESTRICTIONS, AND THE WONDERFUL GENEROSITY OF OUR MEMBERS.

ALTHOUGH THE PORSCHE OWNERS CLUB HAS BEEN RUNNING AT LAGUNA

SECA FOR DECADES, OUR EVENT BENEFITING THE MAKE-A-WISH

FOUNDATION HAS BENCHMARKED THE PAST SIX YEARS AS RATHER SPECIAL,

AND THE HONOR OF EVENT MASTERING AND COVERING THE ARTICLE FOR

VELOCITY EACH YEAR INSPIRES ME. EVEN THOUGH THE BASIC COMPONENTS

OF THE EVENT MAY NOT CHANGE MUCH FROM YEAR TO YEAR, IT’S GREAT

MATERIAL TO WORK WITH: AN AWESOME VENUE, BEAUTIFUL WEATHER,

THRILLING COMPETITION, CHALLENGING NOISE RESTRICTIONS, AND THE

WONDERFUL GENEROSITY OF OUR MEMBERS.

STORY BY 

ROSS CLARDY 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY 

DAVID R. JOHNSON

Parker followed closely by Buckland in the Orange Cup Race
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SHARING THE POWEROFAWISH

Built in 1957 on what was once part
of Fort Ord’s field artillery target
range, the track was deeded to the
Monterey County Parks Department
in 1974. Their recognition of the
club’s charitable efforts on behalf of
MaWF have allowed us to continue
securing the facility for our event,
even on a prime weekend following
the Monterey Historics. Other clubs
must participate in a lottery to fill
their event schedules.

While the club has witnessed many
changes to the track over the years,
2006 brought some of the more 
significant changes we have seen.
With a brand new surface, it was
smoother than we’d ever seen, and
the runoffs were widened as well.
The old media center was removed to
accommodate more runoff in turn
one (good grief, imagine going off
there). Apparently, we have the deep
pockets of Grand Prix motorcycle
racing to thank for these improve-
ments. If you compare photos of cars
on course from years past and the
present, you would hardly know it is
the same track; many of the trees and
lush foliage are all but gone.

With all the “kitty litter”-filled runoff
areas, it seemed the fear factor has
diminished since the day when going
off course all too often resulted in
some degree of contact with a wall.
Unfortunately, this apparently trans-
lated into more carelessness with
many cars finding themselves up to
their axles in gravel and needing a
tow. The downside: this took valuable
track time away from other drivers
and required more expensive towing
capabilities that drove event costs up.

The Laguna Seca racetrack is quite
unique in that it seems to foster a
love/hate response in our membership.
With 11 turns and 300 feet of total
elevation change, the 2.238 mile
track is a wonderful test. No wonder
it is revered for its sensational offer-
ing of a seven-story drop through the
signature turn 8a and 8b “corkscrew,”
the challenge of accelerating through
the unforgiving turn nine, and having
the opportunity of threshold braking
past your competition into turn two.
The poison pill for others is the 
limiting factor of the draconian 92
dbA noise restriction demanded by
the very vocal neighboring residents’
lobby.  Speaking of the latter, this
year we had fewer noise violations
than in past years; it’s always a hoot
to see so many inventive exhaust
designs, and nice to know the cre-
ativity of our members is paying off.

With just under 100 entries this year,
the schedule accommodated lots of

track time for four run groups. The
White group was reserved for Solo
Sprint drivers, Green for R11 to R7,
Orange for R6 to R4, and Red for R3
and above. For Friday only, we once
again ran a Driver’s Education group
as a limited fifth group that com-
prised a diverse group of drivers and
automobiles.

With the races averaging around 17
cars per group, the track seemed less
crowded than last year, however we
were treated to some of the closest
possible racing with some great battles
in each run group. The track was
faster than ever, and for those 
who couldn’t make it—well, no hard
feelings—you missed a great 
opportunity to improve your personal
best and perhaps achieve a track
record as well.

Comparing lap times from last year
showed dramatic improvement. 
(At the time of this writing, I did not
have the final Solo Sprint and related
track record results, so you’ll need 
to access our website for that 
information.) I’d be surprised if there
weren’t several new track records
coming out of this event. Speaking of
track records, in case you haven’t
heard, F-1 test pilot Ricardo Zonta set
a new Laguna Seca track record of
1:07:587 in his Toyota TF-106
Formula 1 car. This equates to an
average of 119.206 mph and about 24
seconds faster than the times our
fastest GT1 cars were turning this
weekend. Watching Mark Anderson
and Loren Beggs battling it out in the
1:31 range was exciting, but imagine
going 24 seconds faster…!?

Although it’s been said in the Red
group that Laguna favors the big
turbo cars, this year Mark Anderson
and his 928 broke any lock on first
place the turbos may have had. It was
particularly entertaining to watch
Mark and Loren Beggs start from the
back of the pack in Sunday’s race to
finish first and second, only 0.333
seconds apart at the checkered flag.
But then that’s only .002 seconds
closer than Saturday’s race with the
same results. Bob Faieta drove great
races as well, finishing in third 
overall and first in the GTC class
both days. Only two turbos made it
into the top three on Saturday, and
only one on Sunday. A turning of 
the tide, perhaps?

The Orange group races were the
most compact I’ve seen in a long
time, but there were plenty of great
battles being waged to keep it 
interesting. On Saturday, while Steve
Alarcon and Shaun Howard battled
to finish first and second (with Kip

Mark Anderson leads Loren Beggs as they start the climb up Laguna’s substantial elevation change.
Athan Aronis takes to the inside on Andrew Bloch in Sunday’s Orange Cup Race.
GTC Class provided some very competitive racing.

Wake-a-Wish Children, Kevin, Zach and Phai after their fun track rides.
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Waterhouse and Carl Tofflemire nose
to tail for third and fourth), there was
plenty of action spread throughout
the track. On Sunday, Monsalve 
benefited from a better qualifying
effort to help him earn a win, but not
without some significant pressure
from Galen “Kitty Litter” Bieker,
whose own mirrors were full of a
hard charging Steve Alarcon less
than a second behind.

The Green group was more about
domination. R7 veteran pilot Guenter
Lennarz enjoyed runaway wins in
both races, although on Sunday,
Mark Foley improved his third place
Saturday result by one, giving
Guenter a bit more of a fight in his
second place overall, and first in the
R9S class (otherwise known as the
944 spec class) finish. Leonard
“Sugar Ray” Schenkel earned a 
commanding second place finish
Saturday, and although he picked 
up his pace with faster laps times 
on Sunday, it wasn’t enough to stay
up with Mark’s pace, resulting this
time in a third overall, second in class
for Leonard.

On Saturday after close of racing, the
track still hummed with activity as we
continued our tradition of fulfilling
“Wish” track rides. Three “Wish
Kids” and their families joined us
this year, and they were treated by
some of our drivers to a few spirited
laps around the track. This is always
a highlight of the weekend, not only
for the kids and their families, but for
the drivers as well. These are won-
derful kids, and knowing what they
and their families have faced (and
may have to come) tugs at the hardest
of hearts. It is such an incredible gift
to put a big indelible smile on their
face. This year was particularly sad
for those of us who in past Laguna
events had come to know and love lit-
tle Ben Perez, as he sadly lost his
fight to survive earlier this year. 

For such a modest car club, we
accomplish very big things. Despite
the fact that we had no corporate
sponsors this year and fewer entrants,
the Silent Auction and other
fundraising activities did impressive-
ly well, raising over $25,000, donated
directly to the Greater Bay Area
Chapter of the Make-a-Wish
Foundation. 

Thanks to the successful efforts of
Martin Schacht and Craig Swetland,
we were treated to a Wine Tasting
event in conjunction with the Silent
Auction on Saturday, with all of the
sizeable proceeds going to Make-a-
Wish. Due to their tenacity (and of
course the popularity of the Make-a-

Wish cause) Martin and Craig
coaxed several generous sponsors
into contributing nearly 80 bottles of
wine and six cases of wine glasses
for this event. The pouring—and
some of the consumption—took
place in the Silent Auction tent that
was set up and decorated festively
thanks to the help of Dave Johnson,
Mike Mill’s wife Kathy and the Clardy
family. Craig and the Clardy team of
Janet and daughter Victoria handled
the bartending tasks and kept the 
baskets of cheese, crackers and other
munchies well stocked. Victoria was
quite busy pouring the non-alcoholic
Blue Hawaiian punch for the kids and
designated drivers, while Craig and
Janet focused on the adult beverages
of wine and frozen margaritas. 

Finely crafted by none other than our
own POC member Craig Swetland,
the surprise wine of the tasting was a
2002 Swetland Zinfandel. It brought
raves reviews from everyone. Craig
also grew the grapes. Craig has been
with POC for a little over a year and
he always finds a way to volunteer
and help out.

Delicato Winery and San Bernabe
Vineyard (www.delicato.com), a
large Monterey County operation,
donated two cases of whites, which
proved to be very popular and well
received. Tobin James Cellars
(www.tobinjames.com) donated a
case of sparkling wine for the tasting
and for the silent auction, a magnum
of their Cabernet Sauvignon
Reserve. The magnum was signed by
the owners/winemakers, Tobin James
and Lance Silver, accompanied by
limited edition designer wine glasses.
The magnum and the glasses did well
in the Silent Auction. 

Eberle Winery (www.eberlewinery.com),
another leading Paso Robles winery,
donated a case of Syrah. By the 
conclusion of the tasting, it was long
gone as well. Another favorite Paso
Robles wine came from 
Red Zeppelin Vineyard,
(www.redzeppelinwinery.com) who
donated a case of their Syrah for 
tasting, as well as two magnums of 
a Syrah Cabernet Sauvignon blend
for the silent auction, thanks to 
winemaker Stillman Brown. Based
on the action seen on the Syrah, the
magnums commanded a good price
at the auction. Steve Alarcon seemed
very pleased with the Red Zeppelin
wine. Rumor has it that Steve may
have headed over there on the way
back home to stock up!

If you enjoy good wine, be sure to log
on and visit them on the web (be sure
to mention your appreciation of their

Craig Swetland provided some great wines for the event.
USARM Board members present a generous $1,200 donation to a MaWF representative.

              



support). Our generous donors
always appreciate recognition of
their efforts. 

While the wine tasting was in
progress, we conducted a 50/50 raffle
that generated $1,100. Winning a set
of Yokohama race tires earlier (in a
special Red Run Group tire raffle
sponsored by Yokohama) apparently
wasn’t enough for Jim Copp, as he
also won the 50/50 raffle. Jim
couldn’t handle the pressure of
being such an overwhelmingly
lucky guy and immediately “re-gift-
ed” the money to Make-a-Wish. 
(I never did find out whether he
heeded the advice of those I over-

heard suggesting he buy some lottery
tickets and return home via Las
Vegas.) All kidding aside, way to go,
Jim—and thanks for your generosity!

Speaking (again) of generosity—a
great big thank you goes out to our
beloved track crew, USARM, which
raised $1,200 amongst themselves
to donate to MaWF at the event. But
they didn’t stop there: disappointed
that we didn’t have a dunk tank
again this year to drench POC board
members and the infamous “sound
lady,” they held their own soaker
party to raise more donations. Kati’s
daughter Vanessa came back again
this year to handle the sound metering

duties she shares with the County
official responsible compliance,
and volunteered to sit on a stool
while paying “customers” threw
buckets of cold water on her. That’s
a tough way to earn charitable dona-
tions, for sure! 

Every event requires a successful
team effort and this is one of the
more difficult ones to pull off.
Personally, I  think it was a great
success, and on behalf of the entire
event team and the Make a Wish
Foundation, a sincere thank you to
everyone who participated in making
this event a success! .

A SPECIAL THANKS 
TO THE FOLLOWING  
CONTRIBUTORS:

ADIDAS SPORTWEAR/ANDERS HAINER •

ADOBE ROAD VINEYARDS • ROSS

CLARDY FAMILY • JIM COPP • CRUISIN’

CAFÉ AT LAGUNA SECA • DELICATO

WINERY & SAN BERNABE VINEYARD •

EBERLE WINERY • JIM FILANC • STEVE

GOLDMAN • ANDERS HAINER

FOUNDATION • MIKE HAMMOND •

MICHAEL HOLGATE • DAVE JOHNSON •

TIM AND DEB KOPACK • CHRIS KRAVIG

• DON KRAVIG • BILL LUSK • MARTY

MEHTERIAN • JEFF MELNIK • JOHN

MOMEYER • RON MULLINS V ERIC

OLBERZ • RICK OLLILA • JOHN PAYNE •

POC BOARD OF DIRECTORS • RED

ZEPPELIN VINEYARD • JIM RICHMOND •

WILLIAM  RIDINO • BOB RODRIGUEZ •

DR. GEORGE RUDKIN • MARTIN

SCHACHT • PETER AND CAMILLE

SCHNEIDER • DILLON SCOTT • SENOR

SANCHOS MEXICAN RESTAURANT •

CRAIG SWETLAND • JIM TAYLOR •

LAURIE TAYLOR • ROBERT TAYLOR •

TOBIN JAMES CELLARS • USARM • KIP

AND DREW WATERHOUSE • KATHY AND

BRUCE WELLS • MARK WILLIAMS •

CHARLEY WOLK • YOKOHAMA TIRE

CORPORATION • PETE YOUSKO
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Don Kravig enjoys service assistance from son Chris in the paddock.

You’ve come a long way, baby! Carolyn Pappas doing the fueling chores on her car. 
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Thinking back over a couple-three years, some
of the highlights in our Southern California
Porsche community have been the barbecue
last summer and the Porsche corral at the
Fontana event. Heck, the POC has even been
to Fullerton’s Muckenthaler Motor Car
Festival in the past, recruiting with the slogan,
“Think you’re fast? Prove it.” I thought I’d add
to this repertoire of Porsche events with some
photos of Porsches taken at this year’s Amelia
Island Concours d’Elegance.

If you know me even a little, you know I have too
many cars already, three of them Porsches. Yet,
just like Jell-O, there always seems to be room for
one more. So this past March I flew out to Florida
to buy another toy. Yes, just play that “Car
Crazy” jingle in your mind...it fits me to a tee. 

My red-eye flight landed in Jacksonville on a
Saturday morning. After grabbing a late break-
fast with my lifelong friend Frank Nosalek  —
now a Floridian—we set off. With biker week
in full swing in and around the Daytona area,
the traffic made me feel right at home. As we
made our way down to Orlando to pick up my
new toy, we did as much circumnavigating as
possible. Yet the two hour drive turned into
about five, and the drive back would be the
same. Throw in the problem of my water pump
dying 10 miles outside of Jacksonville, and
then having to hire a flatbed tow truck, we
finally made it to the transport truck late
Saturday night. With only a couple hours of
sleep in the previous 40 hours, I was thankful
when the arduous day finally ended at 1:00 am
Sunday morning.

Waking up a touch late and in need of
some java, we made a pit stop at
Starbucks (do you think they will help
support my race car with this shameless
plug?). It was a marvelous day, made
all the better by spending the day
viewing some of the most beautiful
cars in the nation. The Amelia Island
show is like the east coast version of
Pebble Beach. I had to fight off
thoughts of needing to build a bigger
garage or buying warehouse space.
Steam cars were the featured vehicle,
but my destination was the Porsche
Corral. I spent time talking to Gary
Kempton and enjoying his 1953 roadster,
as well as admiring some four cam

engines plus some vintage Porsche
race cars. A great ending to my little
adventure.

Gee, Edward. Nice short story with
pictures, but what did you buy in
Florida? Now residing in California is
a 1959 aqua and white convertible,
Edsel Corsair. An Edsel? Well it 
doesn’t have quite the look of the ‘58,
yet it is huge with a 50’s look and
color, and is the friendliest car I have
ever driven. People at traffic lights
roll their windows down and ask
about it. Owning it has been both
strange and fun at the same time.
Now, only if it had been air cooled! .

AMELIA ISLAND
CONCOURS

D’ELEGANCE

AMELIA ISLAND
CONCOURS

D’ELEGANCE

1959 aqua and white, convertible, Edsel Corsair. Photography by Alain Jamar

STORY BY EDWARD H. J. MOORLACH

Edward with Gary Kempton and his 1953 roadster 

1970 914/6 GT one of 38 factory-built and documented cars

A corral of 930s, two Brumo’s Porsches driven by Peter Greg 

and the famous Coca Cola driven by Derek Bell and Bob Akin

Photography by Frank Nosalek
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805 504-3931
Visit us on the Web at:

. AASCO PERFORMANCE

. BALL RACING

. BLAKE ROSSER

. BULLET PERFORMANCE SPEED LAB

. CALASS RENNSPORT

. CARLSEN PORSCHE

. COMPETITION LLC

. DEVEK

. FDR MOTORSPORTS

. HERGESHEIMER MOTORSPORTS

. INLINE CUNNINGHAM RACING 

A big thanks to all of our customers that made us
the NUMBER ONE Moton Distributor 

in North America

Complete Suspension Packages
for all 986/987 and 996/997 Models

We use only the finest components. Our packages
feature Moton Suspension Dampers, Eibach Springs,
and AMS Camber Plates. Inquire about custom
hardware, monoball, suspension components and
suspension geometry correction components. We
do Moton service, repair, rebuild in-house. All
major components are available individually

Brake Packages for all 986/987
and 996/997 Models

Our packages feature Performance Friction Rotors
and Pads. Street and Track packages are available. 
We service, repair, rebuild Porsche/Brembo Calipers,
service and repair PFC Floating Race Rotors. We
carry replacement parts in stock for popular models

Packages are available!
DON’T FORGET YOUR TOW VEHICLE!

. ISTOOK MOTORSPORTS

. JERRY WOODS RACING

. J3 RACING

. MID ATLANTIC MOTORSPORTS

. MIND OVER MOTORSPORTS

. MIRAGE INTERNATIONAL

. RUSTY WEST

. SIGAL SPORTS

. SPEEDWARE MOTORSPORTS

. THE RACERS GROUP

. VISION MOTORSPORTS

T H E  R A C E R ’ S  R E S O U R C E . . .T H E  R A C E R ’ S  R E S O U R C E . . .

WERKS II is a primary warehouse distributor for many 
manufacturers. We pride ourselves on selecting and 
offering our customers the highest quality, the best 
selection, and outstanding service.

918 CHESTNUT STREET, BURBANK, CA 91506 
800-493-7572 TECH LINE: 818-845-2530 FAX: 818-954-8446

SHOWROOMSHOWROOM w w w. w e r k s 2 . c o m

NEW 
SA 05

Helmets

in stock!

NEW 
SA 05

Helmets

in stock!

. Over 25 years motorsports experience. Street performance and race preparation. Huge in-stock inventory. In-house installation available. All products used/tested by WERKS II. UPS next day available until 4:30 pm/pst. Active driving/instructing member 
PCA, POC, SCCA, IMSA
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